
POOL HOURS EXTENDED Now: 9:00 a.m. Until :  8:00 p.m.

    COUNTRY ESTATES POOL RULES JULY 2022

	  Capacity is 30 per Nashoba Board Of Health

This notice has been approved by the Board of Trustees: 
As you all know, it took a lot of extra work to get the pool open this summer. 
Everyone should be respectful to the Certified Pool Manager when given 
instructions. The CPO can close 
the pool due to users' behavior. Any infractions of these rules can result in 
the pool closure or suspension of an individual's pool privileges. 
               If people refuse to follow instructions and act belligerent, the 
police will be called, and the pool closed indefinitely. If you want to continue 
to enjoy the pool, then be kind and respectful to those who have worked so 
hard to get it opened and certified this year. It is your choice and behavior 
that determines if the pool can remain open. 

Please follow these simple rules (most of which have been in our handbook 
for years and are merely common sense safety guidelines). 
Parent or legal guardian must accompany all children under the age of 16. 
Anyone “watching” someone else’s children at the pool must sign a waiver of liability. 
● Residents may bring guests to the pool, but are responsible for them. If a resident has more 
than three guests, such resident must contact the Board of Trustees in writing to make adequate 
arrangements.Resident must be present at all times with non resident guest.
 ● No individuals are permitted to swim alone. At a minimum, two swimmers must be in the pool 
enclosure at the same time; with at least one of them being an adult. 
●No animals are allowed in the pool area
 ●No bicycles, scooters, skateboards, or similar devices are allowed in the pool area. 
No cut-off shorts are allowed in the pool
 ● Shoulder length hair or longer must be worn up with an elastic. No pins or metal barrettes are 
allowed. 
● Only personal music devices (mp3 player, etc.) with earphones are allowed. "Remember, the 

pool is for rest and relaxation of all residents." 
● No individual with cuts, sores or any communicable disease will be allowed in the pool or pool 

areas. Any indecent or offensive exposure will not be tolerated.
● Young children must be toilet trained or must use commercially-marketed swim diapers 
No glass containers are allowed in the pool area. ● You must clean 
up after yourself. Failure to clean up will result in a fine and/or loss 
of pool privileges. 


